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 Advanced technology is now available for professionals who require to program and lay out complex parts to fulfill the needs of their customers. The AutoPOL software is designed to make these tasks easier for every press brake operator. The AutoPOL system includes a non-contact optical technology that is capable of measuring and laying out straight or deformed parts in millimeter or hundredths
of millimeter precision. The AutoPOL system is an easy to use software application designed to quickly and accurately unfold and program a 3D CAD model of your new part or tool for use on a 3D printing or manual metal forming press. The AutoPOL system will import the parts from a CAD or CAE software package and make it easy to unfold the part using your own equipment. Using AutoPOL

will quickly and accurately solve many of the time-consuming and costly problems of designing tooling for metal forming and other operations. The AutoPOL system is quick, accurate, easy to use and eliminates the need to set up and calibrate the software each time you need to use it. The AutoPOL system is very easy to use. As you add features to the system (which may be done through the
Internet, the CD-ROM or the hard drive) the complexity of the operation is increased. This is a very user-friendly system. As soon as you turn on the machine it is ready to use. To start AutoPOL, point the software at your source file, which is most likely a 3D CAD file. The software then expands the file into a programming grid that enables you to easily unfold the part and accurately use it on the
press. The AutoPOL system is not a "one-use only" software application. You can save your designs and models in the software and then transfer them to a 3D printing machine or to a manual metal forming press. The software can also be used to export a 3D part to a format suitable for CAD, CAE, or CAM applications. The software is compatible with most 3D CAD and CAE packages and some
CAM packages. You can import most non-stacked solid modeling packages. The software can import and export most solid modeling packages. The AutoPOL system includes a VB-based workspace that is fully configurable. With the use of a mouse, keyboard or touch-screen the user can navigate the workspace to define the part and deformation of the part. As AutoPOL unfolds the parts, a large

viewing area is provided on the screen to easily work with the part 520fdb1ae7
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